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Vůdci demokratů chtěli utajit transgender status
masového střelce Halea
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Během několika minut od zjištění, že masová střelkyně Audrey

Elizabeth Haleová byla biologickou ženou, která se identifikovala

jako muž, si demokraté na Capitol Hill mezi sebou hromadili

telefonáty a diskutovali o tom, jak sladit slova „transgender“ a
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„masový střelec“ a jak s cílem zabránit tomu, aby se Haleova

sexualita stala věcí veřejného záznamu, řekl zdroj kybernetického

velení americké armády (ARCYBER) Real Raw News.

Osmadvacetiletý Hale vyzbrojený puškami a ruční zbraní vtrhl do

křesťanské základní školy v Nashvillu a zabil tři děti a tři dospělé, než

ho zneškodnili orgány činné v trestním řízení, jejichž rychlá reakce

zabránila Haleovi rozpoutat další krveprolití.

Zpočátku orgány činné v trestním řízení zveřejnily skromné   

podrobnosti a uvedly, že střelcem byla 28letá bývalá studentka The

Covenant School. Úředníkům trvalo téměř šest hodin, než odhalili, že

Hale je transgender a sepsal manifest, než vtrhl do školy se

střílejícími zbraněmi. Policajti téměř okamžitě věděli, že Hale je

žena, z níž se stal muž; prozkoumali Haleovu mrtvolu a o 30 minut

později získali Haleovy spisy z jeho auta zaparkovaného poblíž.

V 11:15 dorazila do Covenant School pracovní skupina FBI a řekla

místním orgánům činným v trestním řízení, že rozšíří veškeré

informace o střelbě a střelci.

O deset minut později ředitel FBI Christopher Wray a zběsilý Kabula

Harris telefonovali a ARCYBER poslouchal.

ARCYBER po léta rutinně zachycoval hovory a digitální data Deep

State v naději, že odhalí místo pobytu Deep Staterů, kvůli nimž White

Hats uzavřeli obvinění. Tyto hovory jsou často šifrované a musí být

dešifrovány, ale Deep State občas komunikuje přes nešifrované linky,

jako tomu bylo v pondělí ráno.

Když Wray Harrisovi sdělila, že transgender muž v křesťanské škole

zastřelil šest lidí, vyfoukla těsnění, přičemž trvala na tom, že orgány

činné v trestním řízení nesprávně označily střelce, protože „translidi

jsou mírumilovní, milující občané, kteří takové věci nedělají“. Wray

trval na tom, že FBI nedělala chyby a měla manifest, ve kterém Hale

démonizoval křesťanství.
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"No, rozumím, ale naši transgender lidé do lidí nestřílejí." Pouze

cisgender muži jsou hromadnými střelci,“ řekl údajně Harris.

"Cisgender rasisté zabíjejí trans lidi, ne naopak."

Harris řekl Wrayovi, aby držel Haleovo pohlaví v tajnosti, dokud

„nepromluví s některými lidmi“. Tito lidé, jak se ukázalo, patřili mezi

nejliberálnější členy Kongresu – Alexandria Cortez a její „Squad“;

Zooey Zephyr, transgender představitelka státu Montana; senátor za

Vermont Peter Welch; a newyorská senátorka Kirsten Gillibrandová,

mezi ostatními. Shodli se na tom, že Haleův transgenderismus a

nenávist vůči křesťanství musí zůstat utajeny. Harris dokonce navrhl,

že odhalení Haleova statusu jako transgender osoby by porušilo

HIPPA.

Gillibrand řekl: „Pokud musíme říci, že je to žena, řekněme, že je to

binární žena. Nemůžeme nechat veřejnost, aby si myslela, že trans

nebo nebinární lidé nosí útočné pušky a používají je k rozstřelování

škol. Podkope to všechno, na čem pracujeme."

Harris byl zpět na telefonu s Wrayem o 40 minut později a

požadoval, aby „obsahoval“ Haleovy osobně identifikovatelné

informace až do odvolání. Wray však odpověděl, že zadržování již

není možné, protože více než 70 policistů z Tennessee a guvernér

státu Bill Lee, republikán, již znali pravdu. Navrhl alternativní řešení:

„Zveřejníme, že Hale byla trans a později řekneme, že udělala to, co

udělala, protože když byla studentkou Covenantu, byla

pronásledována za to, že se narodila jako žena v mužském těle.

Můžeme říci, že ji děti škádlily a mlátily. Máme zde možnosti, jak

situaci zachránit. Manifest si necháme pro sebe, dokud to bude

možné. Dokonce to přepíšeme, pokud budeme muset.“

V pondělí v 15:00 nashvillská policie na příkaz FBI zveřejnila jméno

a pohlaví střelce, ale potlačila motiv nemyslitelné porážky. Přiznali,

že útok byl promyšlený, protože Hale nakreslil mapy školy, vstupní a

výstupní body.
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ARCYBER, řekl náš zdroj, o střelbě ani neslyšel, dokud nezachytil

Harrisovy telefonáty.

"Měli jsme její telefony pod dohledem z jiných důvodů," řekl náš

zdroj. "Ale tyto útoky na křesťanství by se měly týkat všech

bohabojných lidí."

V úterý ráno Real Raw News hovořil s učitelem Covenant School pod

podmínkou anonymity.

"Změna pohlaví mění chemii mozku a znečišťuje duši," řekl. "Když se

muž nebo žena rozhodnou změnit své biologické pohlaví, zlo se

zmocnilo."

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. 

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Návštíveno 67 119krát, dnes 554 návštěv)

We have corrected the story to reflect that Hale was INDEED a

biological woman. Apparently, the info in phone calls between Harris

and Wray said different. Our independent research has confirmed

Hale was a biological female. We appologize for the confusion. The

simple fact remains: a demented, confused person murdered

innocent children and adults.
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Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making

money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No

Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for more

info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 
open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 1 day ago by Delavic

“Sexual reassignment changes brain chemistry and fouls the soul,” he

said. “When a man or woman decides to change their biological sex,

evil has taken hold.”

This may indeed be the case – or it may be the case in the majority of

trannies – or it may be the case in a minority of trannies. Whichever

it is, Truth matters – and for Truth, we need sufficient Evidence.

What I do have to offer in this respect is an extraordinary book by

Thomas Mayer: “Covid vaccines from a spiritual perspective:

Consequences for the Soul and Spirit and for Life after Death”. Not

trans gender suceptibility to demonic powers, but what the va cc ine

can do in this respect. A lot of careful recording of experiences.

Also a thoughtful article on patsies: badlands.substack.

com/p/patsies-of-the-cia-and-fbi

Yes, the woman was mentally ill to have thoughts of PENIS ENVEY

according to the humanities — psychology to be exact — they

buggered her brains with lies, and psychotropic drugs to undergo the

experiment of “hermaphroditism.” Evidence shows s/he didn’t enjoy

her “reassignment, a useless dick.

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
http://www.payathome7.com/
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Last edited 21 hours ago by Delavic

They get buried when other people post newer writings, so scroll

down to find them.

Goob, the evidence is against you on this one. And three little

children are dead. Don’t muck up their memory with some

conspiracy theory. There are genuinely bad people out there who do

bad things. Life is not a movie.

You want to look at dead children? What kind of kink is that? I trust

what I see on sources I trust

I’ll settle for dead adults. Why is the killers face blocked out? Why is

it wearing different shoes coming in and after? Why is body cam

footage being released before the investigation is complete? Are the

Nashville cops so sure there were no accomplices?

Hey, Dude. That’s what we DO here. We ARE conspiracy theorists!

Take that Deep State, Satanic, Pedophile talk down to party

headquarters. This is a war and you are in the field of fire.

And not all of your convoluted, childish conspiracies are true. You

make money off the program you produce so you have a stake in

promoting and furthering those conspiracies. I am not saying there

are not dark forces arrayed against us. But sometimes the facts as

presented are correct. If your “war” consists of filling people’s minds

with fear for fear’s sake then I will move to the rear and leave you too

it.

DID YOU SEE ANY BODIES ??? If you didn’t, YOU young person are

being sold bullshit !!!!

1st, I don’t make nickel-one off of “Fix America.” 2nd, an up-coming

episode will do a deep-dive into the year 2003 book “A Culture of

Conspiracy,” which is a CIA driven 200 page hardcover designed to

make freedom loving Americans not believe their eyes and
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misunderstand their ears. I will turn each statement 180 degrees and

make of that book a “Patriot Handbook” with which to recognize the

mind-game of the Cabal. WHERE WE GO ONE, WE GO ALL

You don’t make money off your program? You must be the only

person in the alt news space who doesn’t. Good for you. I have many

doubts about how the system works and who is pulling the strings,

but I have no time for grifters like Charlie Ward, Juan O Savin,

SGAnon, Judy Byington and many others. Judy, a most egregious

example, has been claiming NESARA/GESARA is just hours away for

at least three years now. Continue to encourage people to think for

themselves and investigate, but don’t terrorize them for sport.

So what’s the deal with 5G? Cuz they’ve put up towers all over the

cities/towns and some right are right over the schools. My ears have

been ringing for a few years now and I know it’s not my imagination

since family and friends have all said the same thing.

I have seen on other sites as with J6 it’s a FF.

 
Paid Actors,

 
Please, Keep an open mind.

 
Could be White Hats setting a trap. Or Black Hats still trying to get

Guns banned.

How did a ‘victim’ of a previous shooting end up on TV right after the

shooting talking about taking up guns??? Weird.

That same woman from a previous ‘shooting’, showing up to the

news crew within 30 minutes and immediately giving her camera

time, calling the transgender a ‘teenager’, also has a personal photo

op with none other than Nancy Pelosi.

I know someone whose daughter knew at least one of the victims.

That daughter belongs to a nearby church; had recently almost

enrolled her children in the school where the shooting occurred.
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False flag or not, this is an event with devastating impact on the

community.

I know someone that knows someone that knows someone else that

says it’s a false flag. When they come out and say sandy hook was

fake but this is real I will wake up. Then maybe investigate it lol.

Laughing out loud at “Kabula” Harris. I know it’s just a typo, but It’s

a good laugh at our phony bologna vice president, who, it must be

admitted, knows a great deal about vice.

That’s actually one of the names it goes by. Check out it’s male names

on some people f the other sites like AMG

If you really want a good laugh, go to Google Translate and see the

Finnish translations for “Kamala”…

Oops! Just read Michael’s earlier comment that Kabula is really

her/his actual first name. That was news to me, Michael, for keeping

it real.

Jabula/Kamala is just like Hale: a hater of everything Christian.

Remember how she put a handbag over the Bible when she was

being sworn in as “VP” so her hand wouldn’t touch the holy book?

I’m totally confused….the article actually said that the “the police

examined Hale’s corpse.” How can one misidentify a body’s gender?

To me, the article sounds correct. Are they forcing you or threatening

you to rescind your info? This whole story is extremely fishy.

Depends on who the POLICE are, what side they are on, and how

much they paid them. We already KNOW who owns the MSM, the

ones that put the jackal in office.

I agree – since when do police examine body at the scene???

 
It’s a false flag for a gun grab… vids & pics of shooter walking around

v cop cam of shooter wearing different sneakers
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Police do not undress the body at the scene because that destroys

evidence. The medical examiner does. Cops might open up some

clothes to do first aid or CPR but that’s it

Pressing one’s hand on someone’s crotch to verify the presence or

absence of protruding male tackle isn’t undressing or disturbing the

clothing.

A study of her would be QUITE interesting, though, to see WHEN

she became gender confused. In the religious school? The other

schools to which she transferred? Was it documented by the former

staff at the schools? When? Keep up the good work!

A lot of kids, even if they attend a Christian school ad are raised by

Christian parents, can be lied to about their sexuality. Or worse, be

sexually abused by a trusted adult, et alone a family member, so they

later on choose to be gay and not straight. Its all done by design by

the cabal to recruit these youngsters into the gay lifestyle, this is

nothing new. It’s been happening since Sodom and Gomorrah. Gays

cannot reproduce physical like conjugals do, so they have to bring in

recruits and break them in early.

Apparently she left the Christian school after the 4th grade. A 9 year

old, and she murdered three 9 year old kids? Coincidence that no 5th

or 6th graders were shot, or k, 1, 2, 3? How come no wounded

victims? Where did the 28 year old woman get the weapons training,

living with her parents?

Purchased them legally at several gun stores and hid them from her

parents. You don’t have to be a marksman to shoot 9 year-olds in the

head at point blank range.

I agree! I’d also like to know if she was in some type of therapy

program. I heard in some of those (DS run/infiltrated) institutions

conducting the therapy sessions they create controlled “sleepers”

(Manchurian candidates). Theses mentally unstable people are

molded (under the guise of treatment) via hypnotic suggestion
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using a trigger words or tones. At a given time, these sleepers are

then “activated” (becoming active shooters/bombers/assassins) for

a specific, politically motivated (gun control/gun seizure/removal

of 2A), red flag event. The timing seems to coincide with Brandon’s

attempts at gun control. Just saying.

This is similar to what is done to people with multiple personalities.

They are often programmed to react to certain words or other stimuli

which can cause all sorts of mayhem.

Correct, very confused. Why?

the psychological impact of frustration-filled “butch” fantasies, and

failing to be ‘butch enough’ “, combined with the testosterone spikes,

renders them hair-trigger rages.

These folks were profiled to be recruited…they are not accidents.

There are web-channels catering to the CISgender who are “curious

about the topic”. In reality, these channels distribute MKUltra-like

programming techniques which are designed to appeal to a certain

demographic (fragile and dangerous, in this case). Charles Bronson

starred once in an old film called ”Telefon” (‘Telephone’ in Russian).

it’s a story about sleeper agents planted by Soviet Union/Russia.

Those “hypno videos” are demographic specific, some target gay-

curious, others target ‘lone-wolf transgenders’, while still others

target gay men who have a fetish to be a sex slave to black man (I am

not exaggerating).

These recruitment techniques are not something the gay community

has typically undertaken…but clearly there is a market for white gay

sex slaves because these channels are filled with material intended to

plant the suggestion in the mond of the viewer.

Many NPCs (Non-player characters) “are made” in this way…the

flashing frequencies, the color selection, the overlayed audio-

suggestion tracks…all of it is intended to target a specific
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demographic of confused CISgender and create sexually frustrated

individuals who hate women (or men or children, as the case may

be). BTW – the shooter’s weapons had decals added to the stocks and

clips to make it look loke a toy.

You are correct, it should read “CISTransgender”.

my mistake, appreciate the correction.

Last edited 17 hours ago by Hayyim

Some are gate keepers in the comment section of RRN and direct

readers to believe this wasn’t another sandy hook false flag 🙄

This makes no sense. Trans always use their new gender names. For

the person to use Audrey means they transitioned man to female.

Even has long hair. Wouldn’t be so if female to male. The info

received is wrong.

Well well now MSM is saying female to male. I still say makes no

sense but Michael kudos to you bc you had it before anyone else. You

go!!

This was another of the many gun grab hoaxes. This website has a

good report on it–http://stateofthenation.co

The vids & pics of shooter walking around v cop cam showing

‘shooter’ wearing different sneakers..

 
I believe it’s a false flag for gun grab…

Michael, tell Gen Smith that there is a mole in cyber and that it was a

false flag…

 
according to vids & pics – shooter walking around in a WHITE shirt

and different sneakers from that of the dead shooter from cop cam in

the back of a p/u which seems very strange to boot –

 
and since when do police look under the hood…

 
I wish I could post the pics here.
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Very unusual for a woman to shoot children or anyone for that

matter. I am not saying there aren’t some evil women out there but

this is the first female school shooter. What a demon from hell. I was

thinking when I looked at her picture that she looked more female

than male…but that didn’t mean anything.

But the shooter was a male for years before he attempting to change.

 
Why has there been no mention of how the shooter obtained the

weapons?

Thanks MB for a quick headsup.

 
No blood anywhere, no sign of gunshot wounds anywhere, no blood

on ‘her’ glove or either hand or legs. So where did the cops wound

‘her’, in the head only, hidden by the censorship blur? Must have

been a dozen shots at ‘her’, ‘her’ heart was still beating, since cops

were yelling repeatedly for’ her’ to stop moving. The acting was not

HollyWood quality, a lot of overacting. Where were all the kids?

None downstairs, none upstairs, no kids screaming. My kids are out

of school this week, Monday – Friday, Spring Break.

look at 5:49

 
https ://www .youtube .com/watch?v=Ue2tZa4hT0c

No, Hale was not a biological female. She/he/it was a biological male

transgender into a female. Look at Hales picture, and you will see the

male features. That isn’t a woman, that is a man. Besides, she first

committed suicide, and then she was killed by a police officer. Which

one is it. Hale is still alive, she/he/it is and was a crisis actor

As in many cases this story is coming out prerecorded and accused of

being totally faked. The old 180% apart stories….as it goes along

variations and twists and get’s into the idea of the entire thing is

designed to create war or more killing. It’s at best useful as a sex

change article. But I am looking at some death lists. On some Kamala

is not with this world anymore.
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Not sure what’s going on here, but the cctv footage of the assailant

shows she was wearing different colored Sketchers footwear than the

person laying on the floor shot dead by the cop based on his body

cam footage.

Frankenstein wasn’t the monster, he was the Dr.’

 
Homo’s, Trans, bi-gender, whatever they call themselves,,, are

monsters.

 
They are chemically imbalanced and thru

chemical/drug/vitamin/nutrients therapy can be corrected over

time. Yes, there are/can be mutations in the DNA that can render a

person born with both male/female genitalia (hermaphrodites) but

are sterile. Snails & earth worms are nematodes neither male or

female and can reproduce.

 
Oddity’s of Nature. Who am ][ to criticize Nature, ][ can only learn to

understand it. Our Prime Directive as a Universal Life Form of

Intelligence is to uphold Universal LAW, and the RIGHT to LIFE.

Even a rock or a grain of Sand has Life, the atomic structure of all

elements in this Universe are alive.

So-o-o, “she” wanted to “experience” “hermaphroditism”  … umm,

her disorder is PENIS ENVY according to the humanities –

psychology to be exact – they buggered her brain with lies and

psychotropic drugs – such a worthless dick! 

It never existed, its all AI Computer generated pictures of humans

that were never born. They’re photoshopped pics.

 
bitchute.

 
com/video/3QeIbKk1q6A8/

“Harris even suggested that disclosing Hale’s status as a transgender

person would violate HIPPA”

Really? So where was the outrage during covid violating HIPAA on a

daily basis, KaBULA???
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I took a look at a close-up of her photo here. She had a sullen

expression. That girl was hurt, angry and depressed. Look at her

eyes. It doesn’t change what she did, but if someone had reached her

first, this might not have happened.

She, isn’t real! Its al illusion. None of them people are real, and if

they ever were, they were computer generated via AI.

 
We’ve been trying to tell you this for a long freaking time!

Look at her shoes before 7 after they supposedly shot her/it.

 
I spotted this yesterday but before I could get it all downloaded and

edited I had to get to work, and when I got back home somebody else

did it before I could – watch & learn!

 
bitchute.

 
com/video/3QeIbKk1q6A8/

100 percent staged bullshit filmed different days shooter has 2

different sets of gym shoes one set puma and the other vans

Look again. Use a high def TV or monitor. And remember the cops

body cams have a higher resolution than the school security cams

I’m not saying no one died, but this lamentably is yet another

masonic operation. checkout the ‘shooters’ shoes when it was

walking around vs when it was dead on the floor.

TWO DIFFERENT PAIRS OF SHOES!

False flag. The real enemy is pulling strings. No blood. No

convulsions of a person whom should have wounds. This is not a

partisan issue. They have different shoes. How obvious can it be?

They are trying to create an enemy that does not exist. Media exists

to deceive. There is no truth in it. All events are staged.

At Rebel News.. and to think Trudeau and his cohorts want to shut

down/shut up Rebel News…
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“The media has unfortunately made the story all about Hale’s

transgender identity, instead of focusing on the horrific act of terror

she committed. The media has created a narrative in which Hale’s

identity is the center of the story, rather than her actions. The

definition of terrorism is the use of violence or the threat of violence

in pursuit of a political goal. In this case, Hale’s actions qualify as an

act of terror.”

The story shifted from murdered children to transgenderism because

the woman had undergone surgery for “hermaphroditism” … both

female and male sexual organs. I speculate she was dissatisfied by

her choice. Anyway, her mental illness was PENIS ENVY according

to the humanities – psychology to be exact – they buggered her brain

with lies, surgery, and psychotropic drugs to become a worthless dick

by any definition.

Hale was not a biological female, she/he/it is a biological male. Look

at the slanting forehead, the brow ridge, and the long jaw. Those are

male features. You can look at her/him/it and see that that was a

male to female transgender. Who supposedly committed suicide and

then all of a sudden was shot dead by a police officer in an active

shooting drill turned the real thing. That is correct. They were having

an active shooting drill and they decided to make it look like the real

thing when it wasn’t.

No blood anywhere, no sign of gunshot wounds anywhere, no blood

on ‘her’ glove or either hand or legs. So where did the cops wound

‘her’, in the head only, hidden by the censorship blur? Must have

been a dozen shots at ‘her’, ‘her’ heart was still beating, since cops

were yelling repeatedly for’ her’ to stop moving. The acting was not

HollyWood quality, a lot of overacting. Where were all the kids?

None downstairs, none upstairs, no kids screaming. My kids are out

of school this week, Monday – Friday, Spring Break.

look at 5:49

 
https ://www .youtube .com/watch?v=Ue2tZa4hT0c
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I FEEL BAD FOR THE PEOPLE HAVE TO TAKE TIME OUT OF

THEIR DAYS TO ATTEND FAKE FUNERALS!!

School did extensive lockdown and active shooter training, per the

pastor. Kids were hiding in classrooms and closets. Involuntary

movement is commonplace even in fatal shootings. The muscles keep

working longer than the brain. Red stain behind the pixilated head

suggests she got hit with a head shot, which also explains the

posture. In a stress shooting situation, except perhaps with SEALs,

more shots miss than hit. Not everyone has the same spring break

schedule. Any more amateur police work you care to do?

Nice try,….thats why the Sheriff and is Deputys went there to find out

if it even happened. They found NO EVIDENCE of “anything”.

 
Case Closed Clown – You LOSE yet “again”.

GREAT WORK….Michael, as always. Just because Hale had her TITS

removed, and

 
takes *testosterone* supplements….does not make her a MAN. I do

not think she

 
had a prosthetic DICK….but…taking enough testosterone will cause

the CLITEROUS to enlarge into a small penis. That is what occurs

with the female body builders. Anyway….what a waste of GOOD

PUSSY. Such a shame. The bitch was definitely half-nuts….and right

now she is burning in Hell. She’ll be there for a very long time. As far

as Kamala Harris….the SPIC Puerto Rican will burn in Hell one day,

also….along with Hillary Clinton.

Hey stupid, the crisis actress that did the shooting was a male to

female transgender. She didn’t have her tits removed, she had

breasts implants, and didn’t take testosterone. If you want to be a

male to female transgender you don’t take testosterone.

You are confused….asshole. Hale was a biological female….not a

male. You must either be some piece-of-shit Millennial….or

worse….a Gen Z person. Stay the fuck OFF this website….asshole.
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Learn how to READ….you dumb fuck. Your name is “Terry”. Are you

a MALE…or a FEMALE ?? Which is it….asshole. Hale was born a

FEMALE….and, unless she had a *fake dick* she still had her PUSSY.

Unless she was on testosterone….which would cause her CLIT to

enlarge. Testosterone would also cause “roid rage”….you dumb son-

of-a-Bitch.

PSST,….She, or “IT” never existed, um’k? She, or “IT” was AI

Computer Generated.

 
They ALL were, and the Actors were the “fake” Cops & the “IT”.

White Christian Family oriented people have been targeted for quite

some time now.

 
More so since obama’s reign.

 
These evil gay / drag / woke demon-crats need a fresh look at what

our kindness turns to after being pushed to far.

Not 100% corrected. The killer’s car is described as his, not hers:

“recovered Hale’s writings from his car”.

CD22, free manonry has become seriously seriously corrupted, no

argument with that. But at the time of the Founding Fathers it was

generally experienced as in line with Christianity. Were you there?

Was Washington bad? Do you have the right to judge from where we

are now? I hear that the first settlers did not all massacre native

Americans but in some cases worked together … sure, the massacres

did come later … but you have to be so careful with judgement. Sure

there is a very dark element in the Zionists and the Jesuits – though

not all. Pedophiles are all perverts, yes – but not all gay people.

British “folk soul” traditionally goes with “innocent until proven

guilty” and as we know the dark side mess around with evidence, we

need to be doubly careful with the evidence imho.

Pedos are all perverts but not all gays? You confuse me. Is inserting a

male member up a man’s back passage where excreta is voided not

perverted “in some cases”, then?
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I think whats best to call them is Butt Buddies. Anyway, I don’t think

all homo’s are pedo’s, unless the pedo’s are now trying to hide under

the masks of Trannies to get to kids.

Michael, You stated at the end of this article:

“Note: Their is conflicting info on weather Hale was a male

transitioning to a woman or a woman transitioning into a male.”

C’mon Michael. I know you do much writing for this blog but this is

ridiculous!

“Their is conflicting info on weather…”

How about, “There is conflicting info on whether…”

This is basic elementary school grammar Michael.

Note:

 
Consider this, the spelling is irrelevant to subject at hand and no big

deal if you’re an adult, after all, ALL humans are subject to mistakes.

 
Didn’t they teach You this in China?

Authorities are desperately trying to hide transgender identity.

 
Not once do they call the female transgender a boy, a girl, a female, a

male, or woman, but instead use the terms child, shooter, attacker,

assailant. So it seems the FBI, Democrats, FAKE Newsmedia, are

rewriting the script.

“Nashville police initially said the shooter was female and identified

as transgender, but on Monday told Insider that the term “may have

been used prematurely.”  

 
Since-deleted social media pages that appear to belong to the shooter

used he/him pronouns, and a male name was written on one of the

shooter’s guns. But police couldn’t confirm the shooter’s gender

identity.”
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“Additionally, Drake said that before Monday’s massacre at the

school, the attacker left the home — where police say the assailant

lived with their family — with a red bag and the parents confronted

the shooter about what was in it. 

The shooter’s parents asked them what was in the bag, but they never

got an answer and didn’t look inside, Drake said. 

 
The shooter’s mother “didn’t know her [child] had any weapons and

didn’t think differently,” said Drake. 

 
“Again, they lost a child, so it’s very traumatic for them,” the police

chief said of the shooter’s parents.” (msn . com)

“where police say the assailant lived with their family”

Probably under strict orders to avoid the truth, this MSN FAKE

Newsmedia writer of this article went far beyond normal English

diction to use their instead of his or her. If the writer uses his, then

many will reply but she was was born a girl, so must be a

transgender, ‘a rare female mass shooter’. If the writer uses her, then

many will respond with ‘a rare female mass shooter’, wearing men’s

clothing, obviously practiced with firing the weapons, stopping

somewhere in the school before death by cops to change shoes and

shirt. Must be a transgender. Where did she get the weapons training

if not the parents who claim they knew nothing of the weapons? FBI

training? The most believable explanation.

I hope this is a hoax.That is not an evil face. If anything it says can

you help me please?where on earth did she get this kind of very

sophisticated weaponry and get trained to use it? A kid? First rate

tactical weaponry? plus the training to use it? The reflex kick from a

weapon would knock a child on their ass. Surely they would drop

it..If untrained on how to use it.That is the big boy stuff.You mother

fuckers is what I say to the other side.You low life bottom

feeders.Slackers. Do not repay evil for evil.Revenge is mine says The

Lord.i will repay.
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I have heard it was staged but not by the usual suspects. When the

truth comes out, it will be a step by step education in how the deep

State fools us with these events. The cabal was not actually expecting

it and that is why they didn’t have a script to cover for the lgb group

and were caught off guard. Just my opinion but I agree with this

explanation. That “shooter” is still alive btw, and the sex doesn’t

much matter.

Interesting info coming out.

 
The shooter went in wearing one kind of sneakers, went out wearing

another kind.

 
Other speculation rising as well.

These people regret changing their sex. They need real help and real

friends.

www. youtube. com /watch?v=MNnGW5BYQbw

Sorry but that police cam showing a diseased person looks like a CGI.

The body doesn’t look real and the shoes do not match the video of

the person entering the school. Two different shoes. This is another

false flag.

How many bodies of gunshot victims have you seen? The brain tissue

on the hall floor and the shooters posture looks authentic to me. And

I’ve seen more shot people than I care to remember

‘deceased’ – yes, does look like poorly done CGI. Not HollyWood

quality at all.

Many of us knew Sandy Hook was a false flag in the first minute,

the high-resolution TV news helo video showing us a leaky roof of an

abandoned asbestos condemned school with grass and weeds

growing in the parking lot cracks. Later, the actor kids brought in

from elsewhere, led around in lines going nowhere were obviously

fake. Even later, we find out all the local homes had their mortgages
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paid in full by the government for their ‘cooperation’ in the FEMA

exercise turned into a false flag event by the FBI and FAKE

Newsmedia.

Now we are already seeing signs of a FBI false flag op here at the

Nashville Christian school. Let us hope and pray none of the actors

were actually killed, if so. How would this transgender female obtain

the training to kill 6 and wound zero, inside the school with no

opposition for over 15 minutes? Wandering the 1st floor hallways,

she fired no shots, after initially firing to gain access through the

locked doors. Where were the kids in the empty classrooms,

bathrooms on the first floor in the police bodycams? At home, Spring

Break? My kids are home this week, Monday-Friday. Yes, I saw the

little coats hanging in the hallways, easily faked by FEMA.

different shoes? at 6:00

 
https ://www .youtube .com/watch?v=Ue2tZa4hT0c

https ://abc7 .com/nashville-shooting-audrey-hale-tennessee-

school/13033349/

“Wray insisted the FBI didn’t make mistakes” Wait….what??? Did he

just say that with a straight face?? You must be joking Wray.

😂😂😂

Sex changed PLUS (I’ll guess on the arm stab) That’s 2 giant body

alterations. Supersoldiers and other’s are saying the zombie

apolcalypse is coming. Not because the people are turned into

zombies but what I’m reading is the soul pops out of the body from

the arm stab and/or surgery. This one did both and we are looking at

what’s maybe just demon possession. There’s a subject the deep state

don’t want out either. What’s animating a person after the soul

popped out? I’m hearing most of Hollywood has popped out souls

from selling them, so what we see in Hollywood is a whole lot of just

demons.
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Biden is still “in office.” He’s spending a lot of money on the country

who gave his son a job.

Meanwhile christians that are still working in corporate offices are

systematically being terminated because they dare to have faith in

God and the belief that God created two genders Male and Female

which to the DS is unconscious bias , I must believe in many different

genders and use the proper pronouns I’m told…. The choice I’m

given is follow the group think , resign or be fired. Others have given

in because they don’t want to loose their pension. I’m choosing to

fight till they walk me out the door, I’ll only forfeit my pension not

my life, the shooter and her victims are not the only casualties from

this mental illness the DS is pushing . There are many victims in this

war, I guess to echo what some else said in this article how long will

THIS *****go on. Just had to vent..

You are brave. Not everybody is willing to lose their job. Losing a job

is a shame to most people. That’s why they keep quiet and go about

their business. They have families to feed and bills to pay, they can’t

lose their roofs because they think differently than others who do not

like it.

The Federal govt does not want to agree that sex dysphoria,

transgenderism are forms of mental illness. Their narrative may have

to change from guns kill to mentally ill humans kill.

I’m tired of the mentally ill thing if it’s demon possession. Demons

are said to be so tricky. They are the oldest of souls in earth and they

like to possess bodies and trick other humans. There’s shared souls

in one body and totally popped out souls.

Tucker Carlson said it best Trans is the opposite of Christianity.

Christians believe humans are created by God. Trans believe they are

a god and change the sex they were born with. Pure evil.
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The transgender movement starts with zionist satanist jews ,

practitioners of Judaism , so the argument and accountability must

be directed at the Jews and Judaism.

Yeah yeah, stop with the Jew-bashing, all right? Direct your

bountiful hatred against anything Jewish or Hebraic or Mosaic or

Israelite at the Khazarians and the Rothschilds, they are the real

culprits here. NOT the normal Jews who do not commit these cabal

atrocities.

So it is a biological female you can see that. The transition obviously

didn’t yield the masculine results, so it/he/she shoots up the place.

Maybe the whole story is real, maybe it’s fake.It still has the effect of

creating more of the same. Monkey see, monkey do. I believe

Michael’s reporting though. In any event, the lines of reality are

blurred and the DS gets to say “guns are bad.” What is bad is the

ruination of our children. From every single solitary avenue, our kids

are under attack. DS has left no stone unturned and they want our

kids.

These days you can’t be certain what you’re dealing with without a

“peek under the hood”!

 
What I found very suspicious was the Hollywood quality of the

photos, audio, and footage, yet when the actual showdown came, the

charging handle of the officer’s rifle completely blocked the shooter.

Also the tiny shooter was black-pixeled out! After watching Cops, and

many fuzzy body-cam shoots and chases…this one seemed a bit too

clear and staged.Anyone else notice that?????

I believe it’s a false flag for gun grab… look at pics & vids – shooter

walking around v cop cam of dead shooter – different sneakers

The Sun rose in the East this morning but I think that’s a false flag

too
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YOU THINK, all of these false flag psy-op , active shooter, mass

murder shooting are about the GUN GRAB, ALL OF THEM. GOOD

TO SEE YOU ARE FINALLY AWAKE.

I KNOW!!!! CAN YOU IMAGINE HOW MANY PEOPLE HAVE TO

TAKE TIME OUT OF THEIR DAYS TO ATTEND FAKE

FUNERALS!!!!!!

On my big screen hi-def TV I clearly saw the shooter go down and the

red of her blood coming from her head. face was pixilated. Cop body

cams are high res for evidence purposes

Thanks to cyber command for the great work, I hope we can soon see

this entire mess Democrats have made of America end. Millions of

American lives hang in the balance from being poisoned by the Covid

19 vaccines, their only hope is that an antidote or Med Beds can save

them.

James Rink of supersoldiertalk dot com said the med beds won’t help

them if double jabbed, 50% die. One jab 20% die, it’s wrote on his

website. They get that viewing future timelines and this was the latest

view as of 3/14/23. Most of my neighbors got jabbed once or twice

but some 4 times and one that had 3-4 jabs is looking good, another

one is 4 jabs and I think it’s just a demon in there. Lot’s of trouble,

drunk, constant fights. She was on meth before but took something

and falling and car wrecked a few days ago. They say the more jabs or

surgeries or the more mRNA grows in there the soul pops out but a

demon takes over. If they sold their soul, and go on adrenochrome,

the soul pops out and a demon takes over. Just reading to pick this

up. IDK how this works.

Thanks to cyber command for the great work

lol

their only hope is that an antidote or Med Beds can save them.

lmao
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Well you know that ain’t happening. Investing in funeral home stocks

is looking pretty good , ” Financial growth through Death ” this is the

FUTURE.

I couldn’t read 1/3 of the way thru this one…Massive headache. WTH

is cisgender…binary … dear Lord in Heaven help us. Have to do the

most extreme mental gymnastics to even comprehend what leftist

demonic freaks are saying/doing.

Cisgender, or cissexual, is what the radical end of the LGBTQ calls

people who identify by their birth sex (binary) and not their feelings

(nonbinary). Nonbinary means the person is not defined by their

genitals so they can go either male or female, since they are

neither/nor. Many transsexual couples are raising their kids to be

non-binary — imagine what a headache that will cause when the poor

kids grow up!!

There’s the case where the soul popped out and a demon took over

completely. That demon might want to change the sex or choose a

tranny to it’s desired game. I saw a police record, 2 male names and

on female name in Los Angeles. They are only putting down AKA,

and m/f. Figure there’s not a programmer to change all that data

entry.

Avoid injections.

 
They’re putting the jab toxins in people who are unaware.

 
Whistleblowing nurses say that patients are told after the procedure,

“It’s protocol.”

NO , we here on Earth are helping the Lord by packing heaven with

fresh souls

Shades of the Obama/Biden disastrous 8 years when mass shootings

took place constantly. Yes, the Deep State desperately wants to bully

Congress to pass gun control legislation to eventually strip away our

Constitutional rights. All who’ve participated in this charade must be

arrested and tried for Treason.
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There were plenty of mass shootings and active shooter events

during TRUMPS time in the WHITE HOUSE, GO CHECK , get an

understanding

The DS never sleeps as long as there are any guns legally owned.

They have indeed been relentless in their one -note campaign to find

guns guilty. Until their methods are publicly laid out and scrutinized

on MSNBC, they’re going to keep on trying. I think this one has a

unique source though, and may put an end to them once and for all

 Cops knew almost immediately that Hale was a woman-turned-man;

they examined Hale’s corpse and, 30 minutes later, recovered Hale’s

writings from his car, parked nearby. “HIS CAR” HEY GENIUS IT

WAS A WOMAN – A SICK WOMAN – DID “IT” GROW A DICK?

THEN WHY R U WRITING LIKE IT WAS A MAN FOOL? U FALL

INTO THE SAME CRAP THAT THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA

PROMOTES. UNLESS SHE GREW A DICK….SHE IS STILL A SHE

& NOT A HE. TRY ADJUSTING YOUR WRITING & NOT FALLING

FOR THE WOKE LIES YOURSELF.

Well Beetledude the mayor of Chicago manifested a pecker that was

UNKNOWN till most recently. ” Hey where dat come from ? ” This

could be why Beetledude was so angry all the time, she was a dyke

that grew a dick, that must have pissed her -off, or was used for her

to piss, or some shit.

And that is the bottom line. Let’s not bring religious bigotry into it or

you will give the V.P. and Wray wiggle room. Don’t judge her lest ye

be …..

Fact, shoot a female full of testosterone and drug up a man with

estrogen and you’ll see some extreme mood changes. That’s why

women cry more often and quicker than men while men are normally

more aggressive and prone to more violent emotional acts at the drop

of a hat. Science is actual fact, not fantasy. Just saying…
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The final quote in the story from a Covenant teacher was so

poignant: “Sexual reassignment changes brain chemistry and fouls

the soul. When a man or woman decides to change their biological

sex, evil has taken hold.”

You can not violate HIPPA unless you are a medical worker or are in

contact with their medical records or do medical billing. If you are

not a medical worker of any sort then you can not violate HIPPA

Laws which are laws to keep people’s medical records private. I may

start my own channel to expose information like this and if you are

able then maybe you should too. Think about what information you

have or could get to pass on to others to help enlighten more people

as to the truth of what is going on or what is really going on that is

being hidden by the MSM. Michael Baxter has chosen to provide

information that we don’t find elsewhere. Thanks Michael. He is

providing a great service. Use your talents to help enlighten the many

that are now uninformed. I am sick with Long Hauler Covid right

now but when I am well I will take my own advice and start a

channel.May God Bless you all.

Střelec si tedy zřejmě přezul tenisky uprostřed mezi vstupem do

budovy ozbrojený a ležením mrtvý v tratolišti krve. Podivný.

 

 


